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ABSTRACT | There is a critical need to provide privacy and

security assurances for distributed multimedia sensor net-

working in applications including military surveillance and

healthcare monitoring. Such guarantees will enable the wide-

spread adoption of such information systems, leading to large-

scale societal benefit. To effectively address protection and

reliability issues, secure communications and processing must

be considered from system inception. Due to the emerging

nature of broadband sensor systems, this provides fertile

research ground for proposing more paradigm-shifting

approaches.

This paper discusses issues in designing for security and

privacy in distributed multimedia sensor networks. We intro-

duce the Heterogeneous Lightweight Sensornets for Trusted

Visual Computing framework for distributed multimedia sensor

networks. Protection issues within this architecture are ana-

lyzed, leading to the development of open research problems

including secure routing in emerging free-space optical sensor

networks and distributed privacy for vision-rich sensor net-

working. Proposed solutions to these problems are presented,

demonstrating the necessary interaction among signal proces-

sing, networking, and cryptography.

KEYWORDS | Free-space optical sensor networks; multimedia

sensor networks; secret sharing; security and privacy; video

sensor networks

I . INTRODUCTION

In a battlefield scenario, entrenched terrorists concealed

in a complex urban environment are surprised by overhead

United Nations (UN) aircraft deploying thousands of small

objects that appear on the surface to be explosives but are a

new type of ordnanceVthe components of a robust and

secure distributed multimedia sensor network (DMSN).

The bits and pieces of the network are numerous and
scattered so densely within the terrorists’ stronghold that

they are embedded and inextricable. A UN peacekeeping

force captain activates a handle-held hypermedia pad

wirelessly linked to a base station (BS) gathering tactical

information from the DMSN. With these data, the captain

surveys the observation regions, selecting points of interest

to zoom in on visual and audio terrorist action, identifying

weaknesses in opponent activity. The captain can plan a
decisive strategy to bring the conflict to a quick end with

minimal loss of life.

Meanwhile, thousands of miles away from the conflict,

an embedded DMSN monitors patient activity in a

geriatric facility, checking for gait anomalies, collapsed

patients, or visual cues marking the early onset of disease.

Patient data are relayed to robustly and securely transmit

information to a central medical monitoring BS.
These are examples of how multimedia surveillance

with embedded sensor network systems can revolutionize

both military and civilian applications. The densely de-

ployed nodes of the DMSNs must communicate (often)

wirelessly and self-organize in order to acquire and

communicate data effectively to the BS. It is critical for

many applications that network data be protected from
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intentional loss, modification, or unwanted access, creating
a need for the design of secure and privacy-enhancing

DMSNs.

A. Multimedia Sensor Networks
Classically, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have

been envisioned to consist of groups of lightweight sensor

nodes that observe scalar data, communicate wirelessly,

and are distributed in a physical region. The region
contains a phenomenon of interest, which is to be

monitored and possibly controlled. WSNs possess many

of the following distinctive features [1]–[3]. They are:

a) distributed, in order to improve the performance

and geographical range of sensing functions;

b) data-centric, in which network processing and

control are dependent on the nature of the sensed

data instead of the particular identity of the node
at which it was observed;

c) collaborative, making use of the coordination of

localized algorithms to achieve a global task with

better scalability;

d) redundant, using distributed densely deployed

sensor nodes to obtain more accurate and

complete readings of observed events;

e) autonomous, for adaptability to change in network
topology and fault-tolerance without requiring

servicing over long periods of time;

f) application-specific, requiring in-network proces-

sing, such as data aggregation (aka fusion), to

produce meaningful data about the observation

area;

g) hierarchical, through the localized clustering of

sensor nodes into Bsubnetworks[ to improve
network scalability;

h) resource constrained, necessitating the sparing use

of communication bandwidth, memory, and

computation to reduce exhaustion of the often

portable power source. Resource constraints

represent one of the biggest design challenges

for WSNs.

When the sensor nodes collect diverse types of
information such as temperature, humidity, and acoustic

and visual data simultaneously, they are termed

Bmultimodal sensors.[ Multiple types of sensing can occur

within the same node through the use of distinct sensing

technologies or across different nodes, each having a single

but distinct sensor type. Multimodal sensors that collect

multimedia information such as digital images, video, and

audio form a DMSN [4].
DMSNs are an emerging form of WSN in which a

subset of sensors collect higher bandwidth content;

DMSNs that sense and process visual information will

play a critical role in societal advancement, security, and

wellbeing. For example, in both tactical battlefield and

healthcare surveillance, visual and other forms of

broadband data are crucial for monitoring. These

emerging sensor systems can also interface with previ-
ously deployed video surveillance hardware, extending

their capabilities.

DMSNs have been proposed for a variety of applica-

tions. They are used in critical tasks often performed by

humans such as the monitoring of sick patients [5]. For

oceanographic monitoring, DMSNs provide a cheap

alternative to characterize full water columns from the

visual signatures of associated surface currents [6]. The use
of low-cost nodes along with video information makes

DMSNs attractive for the structural health monitoring of

bridges [7]. In situations where the network sink is a

human observer, processed visual data from the network

can enhance user interactivity; for example, for unmanned

ground or aerial vehicles, DMSNs provide the feedback

necessary for human operators for make critical motion

and target decisions [8]. The proliferation of low-cost
portable off-the-shelf media sensing devices has motivated

the recent development of vision-rich DMSN architec-

tures, systems, and test beds [5]–[18]. Akyildiz et al. [19]

provide an excellent recent survey.

The most significant technical challenges in the

development of DMSNs involve obtaining the necessary

intranode communication speeds while conserving power.

For this reason, recent effort has also been focused on
developing small low-cost sensors employing free-space

optical (FSO) communications that can transmit broad-

band (multimedia capable) information with significantly

lower energy in comparison to traditional omnidirec-

tional radio-frequency (RF) nodes [20]–[23]. A well-

known FSO sensor node is the Berkeley Smart Dust

mote of [20]. Networking issues for such optical sensor

networks are also a topic of current interest [22]–[27].
Recently, the Heterogeneous Lightweight Sensornets for

Trusted Visual Computing (HoLiSTiC) paradigm for

DMSNs based on FSO communications has been

proposed [28].

B. Organization of This Paper
This paper provides an overview of security issues in

emerging DMSNs, which are motivating the need for
research in this field of societal importance. The next

section addresses security research in general WSNs,

leading to a discussion and survey of methods to protect

vision-rich DMSNs. Section III reviews the HoLiSTiC

setting for DMSNs, discussing the importance of emerging

paradigms of directional wireless communications and

distributed security. We next focus on two key problems of

interestVsecure routing in unidirectional sensor networks
and distributed visual privacyVfor emerging DMSNs. In

particular, OPSENET, a circuit-based security-enabled

routing approach, is introduced in Section IV; and

TANGRAM, a lightweight distributed encryption algo-

rithm, is presented in Section V. This paper concludes with

final comments on the importance of the field of DMSN

security.
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II . SECURITY AND PRIVACY FOR
MULTIMEDIA SENSOR NETWORKS

The broad applicability of DMSNs to both military and
civilian applications makes the study of security and

privacy in these networks of critical importance. While in a

tactical battlefield scenario the robustness of a UN DMSN

to stealthy terrorist attack may be of paramount impor-

tance, other forms of protection such as privacy guarantees

are essential for situations such as patient monitoring in a

geriatric facility. In both of these settings, the key to

maximizing the utility of surveillance is ubiquity, neces-
sitating government and public approval. Establishing trust

in DMSNs, therefore, requires that security and privacy

issues be effectively studied and addressed, leading to

societal acceptance and large-scale adoption.

It is also vital to consider security and privacy design

from system inception to provide the most effective built-

in protection. If security is applied as an afterthought, it

may provide only superficial protection, often leading to
the need for repeated system upgrade, for which there is

little opportunity in autonomous DMSNs. Given the

emerging nature of DMSNs, it is critical that security

and privacy be studied in a timely manner during the

system specification and creation.

A. Wireless Sensor Networks and Security
In order to specify the types of protection needed by a

WSN, a trust model and threat model must be specified. The

trust model defines the level of trust (which may be binary

or of a statistical nature) for the various network entities.

For WSNs, it is conventional to assume that the BS is

trusted and that a small subset of low-cost nodes is possibly

corrupt. The threat model is often tied to the specific WSN
application. In a battlefield, one possible threat is of the

opponent’s deploying his/her own Balien[ sensor nodes in

order to disrupt network operation. For healthcare

monitoring, eavesdropping of private patient information

by visitors to the geriatric facility is a risk.

One common distinguishing assumption in threat

models of WSNs is the high likelihood of physical

compromise of the low-cost sensor nodes; the rationale
is that it is infeasible to incorporate expensive tamper-

resistant hardware, making it possible for an attacker to

physically access secret keying information to corrupt

existing nodes or to effective deploy new ones. The

corruption of even a single node has the potential to cause

significant network damage due to the collaborative

nature of the network entities. Conventional security

primitives cannot adequately function when keying
information is lost, especially in the face of the resource

constraints of WSNs.

For this reason, much research into WSN security has

focused on addressing both traditional outsider attacks, in

which an opponent does not have keying information, and

insider attacks, in which an opponent has gained access to

keying information. The fundamental challenge in the

design of security mechanisms to prevent outsider attacks
is to provide a reasonable level of protection while not

consuming significant node and network resources such as

power, memory, computational load, and bandwidth

overhead. For this reason, initial work in the field of

WSN security studied low-cost symmetric security primi-

tives and strategies [29]–[31] and key management [32]–

[35]. The threat of insider attacks led to research in fields

including resilient signal processing in which data
redundancy was exploited to overcome Bbogus[ data sets

inserted by corrupt nodes [36]–[40], Bwatchdog[ ap-

proaches in which nodes are assigned a reputation value

based on their behavior [41], [42], and countermeasures

for denial-of-service (DoS) attacks on network services

such as routing [43], [44].

B. Prior Art in DMSN Protection
Measures to protect DMSNs, to date, have focused on

the problem of providing privacy in vision-rich systems.

Lo et al. [13] introduce an automated homecare monitor-

ing system for the elderly named UbiSense. The UbiSense

DMSN system employs low-cost video sensors embedded

in the environment along with body sensors and radio-

frequency identification (RFID) in order to conduct gait

and posture recognition of the elderly. Monitoring
changes in gait and posture provides telltale signs of the

onset of a physical accident or disease, providing an

automated way to alert necessary caregivers when

needed. To address the invasive nature of this approach,

image processing is conducted directly at the camera that

converts the video information into abstractions contain-

ing only shape and outline information necessary to

recognize gait and posture anomalies. Only the abstrac-
tions are communicated and processed within the

network, providing a form of privacy.

Fidaleo et al. [14] introduce the networked sensor

tapestry (NeST) architecture designed for the secure

sharing, capture, distributed processing, and archiving of

multimedia data. The NeST hardware and software

infrastructure is developed to facilitate the fast prototyping

and deployment of DMSNs for a wide variety of
surveillance applications including battlefield assistance

and structural monitoring. To facilitate societal trust in

DMSNs, the authors introduce the notion of Bsubjective

privacy[ in video where the behavior, but not the identity,

of an individual under surveillance is conveyed. Their

approach to privacy involves processing of the raw sensor

data in order to remove personally identifiable informa-

tion. The resulting data, approved for public viewing, are
communicated in a network that employs the secure

socket layer protocol and client authorization for network-

level protection.

Wickramasuriya et al. [5] present a privacy-preserving

video surveillance system that monitors subjects in an

observation region using video cameras along with

localized sensors. The localized sensors include RFID
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tags that subjects wear and motion detectors placed within
the observation environment. The motion detectors are

used to trigger the video cameras on or off, and the RFIDs

of the subjects provide authorization information in order

to specify which individuals are entitled to privacy. The

information from the various sensors is fused with the

video data, resulting in a video stream with only authorized

subjectsbeing masked through image processing. The

current test bed makes use of the extensible access control
markup language for specifying its security policies.

The proposed methods suggest a growing need for the

design of security and privacy as an inherent part of DMSN

system development. Because the security of a system is

only as strong as its weakest link, we assert in this paper

that for protection mechanisms to be effective, there must

be a successful interaction among signal processing,

networking, and cryptography. Furthermore, it is impor-
tant to study paradigm-shifting security and privacy

approaches due to the distinct nature of DMSNs.

C. The Need for New Paradigms
DMSNs possess unique characteristics that make

design of protection mechanisms challenging. In contrast

to scalar WSNs, DMSNs require high-speed hierarchical

networking capabilities to transport broadband data.
Furthermore, power conservation is a significant issue

due to the volume and diversity of information being

communicated and processed. For this reason, there has

been recent activity on the design of sensor nodes that

transport multimedia data directionally via FSO means

[20], [21]. The physical communication characteristics of

these emerging multimedia transport networks are distinct

from traditional RF nodes, resulting in much interest in
improving physical layer optical communications. For

DMSNs, significantly less research focus has been placed

on FSO networking level issues such as routing and

security. We argue that it is essential to study network-

level security issues of FSO DMSNs during the develop-

ment phase of these systems.

DMSNs are also distinct from traditional scalar WSNs
because they often exploit the resilience of multimedia

data loss, making only elastic quality-of-service guarantees;

this way, if the network sink is a human observer, the

perceptual system’s ability to be Bforgiving[ of select

information loss can be exploited. This advantage also

facilitates more cost-effective security and privacy solu-

tions for DMSNs.

We next focus on an emerging model for WSNs that
has received recent interest for multimedia transport.

Through this paradigm, we study two important protection

issues unique to and imperative for DMSNs: secure

routing in unidirectional networks and distributed visual

privacy. We focus on these problems because their

relevance to DMSNs in contrast to issues such as key

management, communications security protocols offering

authentication and encryption, and intrusion detection
that are applicable to and addressed by the general WSN

security community.

III . HoLiSTiC: HETEROGENEOUS
LIGHTWEIGHT SENSORNET FOR
TRUSTED VISUAL COMPUTING

The HoLiSTiC paradigm encompasses the salient features
of many proposed DMSNs in the research literature. Fig. 1

summarizes the HoLiSTiC model. Three types of network

entities exist and are described next: the BS, the transport

nodes, and the visual sensors.

a) Base Station: The powerful BS initiates network

setup and maintains secure system operation.

Using a common light source, the BS broadcasts

information to all network entities that have
appropriately oriented photoreceivers. It also

contains several photodetectors for wide-angle

reception. As conventionally assumed, the BS is a

central trusted authority.

b) Transport Nodes: The lightweight wireless (battery-

operated) transport nodes are equipped with

Fig. 1. HoLiSTiC model. Camera nodes, FSO transport nodes, and BS communicate hierarchically.
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FSO capabilities for both active laser transmis-

sion to other transport nodes and cameras and

passive corner-cube retroreflector (CCR)-based
bidirectional communications capabilities with

the BS [20]. The nodes are randomly (using a

uniform distribution for both position and

orientation) and densely deployed to form an

ad hoc network; in Fig. 2(a), n FSO transport

nodes Si, i ¼ 0; 2; . . . ; n � 1, are randomly

deployed in a normalized 1 � 1 m2 area. As

illustrated in part of Fig. 2(a), each node Si,
with an active laser communication range r, has

a random position (xi, yi) and random direc-

tional orientation �i, and can orient its

transmitting laser to cover a contiguous sector

�ð�=2Þ þ�i � �i � ð�=2Þ þ�i of radius r.

Node Si can, therefore, send data over a

randomly oriented sector �i of 0G� � 2� rad;

typically, � � ð2�=9Þ rad [22]. Node Si’s
photodetector can receive data from all angles.

Thus, for a node Sj to actively receive data from

node Si, ðxj; yjÞ 2 �i must hold. This physical-

layer line-of-sight (LoS) communication model

results in unidirectional links at the networking

level, depicted in Fig. 2(b); here Si can

communicate directly to Sj, but Sj must

communicate via a multihop unidirectional
backchannel Sj ! Sa ! Sb ! Sc ! Sd ! Si to

return transmission to Si. FSO nodes facilitate a

hierarchical networking topology illustrated in

Fig. 1(b). All transport nodes can receive

information from the BS through their photo-

receivers, but only those nodes with their CCRs

facing the BS can reflect the common light

source back to the BS, forming a bidirectional
communication link. Therefore, the subset of

transport nodes with their CCRs facing the BS

is assigned the role of cluster head (CH). The

CH often performs local aggregate computa-

tions for a localized set of nodes forming a

cluster; in the HoLiSTiC setup, the CH is a

gateway for information transfer between the

nodes in the associated cluster and the BS.

When randomly deployed, approximately 10%
of nodes can become CHs [45]. Transmission

via the CCRs is extremely low-cost (at 1 nJ/bit),

ensuring that CHs do not significantly consume

power [20]. The transport nodes (and CHs) are

a target of attack by opponents.

c) Camera Nodes: The camera nodes V0; V1;
V2; . . . ; VN�1 are deployed in a cluster and

acquire visual data of interest. They are
calibrated for proper sensing and communicate

wirelessly (for ease of repositioning) in a

delimited observation region. These visual sen-

sors, equipped with the FSO capabilities de-

scribed above, can communicate with the

transport nodes. Depending on the application,

the cameras can be line-powered or battery-

operated. For example, in tactical battlefield
applications, rapid and dynamic network config-

uration is required, necessitating the use of

batteries and random localized positioning in an

area of interest. For healthcare surveillance in a

geriatric facility, the cameras can easily be line-

powered and manually positioned to optimize

viewing making system upkeep easier.

A. Networking and Key Management
The overall broadband hierarchical networking topol-

ogy is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The BS and CHs have

bidirectional communication links. The camera and

transport nodes have unidirectional links. Therefore, the

unidirectional link transport network communicates data

through multihop links to the CHs that then pass the
resulting information to the BS. In contrast to general ad

hoc networks where network-layer traffic is commonly

between any nodes, the predominant traffic patterns of

optical sensor networks occur between each sensor node

and the BS for network maintenance, from each node to

the BS for data transport, and between adjacent nodes for

Fig. 2. (a) The LoS communication model for FSO nodes. Node Si can transmit to Sj because Sj is in the communication sector of Si (denoted 6i)

and Si lies in the reception sector of Sj (denoted �̂j). (b) Although Si can communicate directly to Sj , Sj must communicate multihop to Si via

neighboring nodes Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd with appropriately aligned communication and reception sectors.
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coordination of data acquisition requiring novel commu-
nications and security perspectives.

Key management in the network requires that each

network node have an individual key that is shared with

the BS and that pairwise keys be available between

adjacent visual nodes in a cluster. In addition, every

network entity has two predeployed network-wide keys.

All keys are employed for symmetric cryptography to

provide a variety of security services. A number of
proposed key management schemes in the WSN

literature have potential to facilitate the necessary key

exchange and update [32]–[35].

B. Free-Space Optical Sensor Networking
and Security

FSO is a wireless LoS communication technology that

transmits light beam signals, using the air as a transmission
medium. FSO can achieve gigabit/second data rates over a

range of a few kilometers. Lasers and light-emitting diodes

are typically used for the transmission of light beams.

Current optical sensor nodes employ 1550 nm (infrared,

eye-safe) lasers and can achieve up to 2.5 Gbps over

distances up to 6 km [20]. The laser beam can steer up to

an angle of 2�=9 rad, but if randomly deployed, the node’s

orientation and angular range limit the direction of
communication transmission. An on–off keying modula-

tion scheme is employed for communications that is

amenable to lower power operation than the equivalent RF

schema. The antenna gain of FSO is roughly seven orders

of magnitude greater than RF, mainly due to the use of an

optical divergence beam for transmissions instead of an

isotropic radiator for RF.

RF communications is well understood, but FSO for
sensor networks is still an emerging field with many open

questions. Table 1 provides a flavor of the differences

between conventional omnidirectional RF and FSO sensor

nodes. The ultrahigh bandwidth, lower power consump-

tion, smaller size, and convenience of deployment given

the unrestricted nature of the frequency spectrum makes

FSO an attractive means of communications for DMSNs.

Furthermore, the compactness of the laser beam makes it
difficult for an attacker to intercept communications in

comparison to omnidirectional RF WSNs.

There are also many open challenges for FSO commu-

nications, resulting in much activity in physical-layer issues

such as reduced bit rates encountered in adverse

atmospheric conditions such as fog, heavy snow, and

rain. Additionally, solar interference is a case where light

from nonnetwork sources such as direct and intense
sunlight may hamper the effectiveness of the system.

Another limitation of FSO pertains to physical obstructions

or uneven terrain that may cause communication inter-

ruptions. These issues are ongoing research challenges, the

results of which will ultimately aid in deciding whether

FSO or RF WSNs are appropriate for given application.

In this paper, we examine the implications of FSO to

network-level services such as routing. Here, the LoS
requirement along with the random nature of deployment

creates unidirectional links amongst most nodes; our

simulations suggest that 99% of nodes have unidirectional

links, implying possible challenges with connectivity and

routing. Because sensor nodes are restricted to be low cost,

low power, and of small physical dimension, state-of-the-

art device design can only accommodate a single laser with

limited beam-steering range. Moreover, the ad hoc nature
of the network does not allow for manual alignment of

transmitters and receivers for bidirectional optical com-

munications. One way to address this issue is for each node

to employ an accurate point-and-track beam-steering

actuator (i.e., the transceiver of a node is a mobile unit

capable of swivel motion). Given the low-cost requirement

and density of transport nodes, we opt to exploit the high

level of redundancy and hierarchy in the network for
connectivity.

C. Distributed Multimedia Security
It is well known that data security is best applied end-

to-end in multimedia content networks in which there is a

high degree of content adaption via compression or

aggregation [46]. Furthermore, protection mechanisms

Table 1 Comparison of Omnidirectional RF WSNs to Undirectional FSO WSNs
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must be designed in conjunction with the adaptation
processes to be transparent to networking.

The field of multimedia security has traditionally

addressed the problem of application-level end-to-end

security in multimedia networks. However, to account for

the strong likelihood of insider attack and the limitations

of wireless communications, multimedia security ap-

proaches along with effective cryptographic and network-

ing paradigms are needed. To address these issues for
privacy protection of visual data, we consider the problem

of distributing trust via a novel decentralized variant of

secret sharing in a multimedia security framework.

The high levels of redundancy and irrelevancy within

DMSN systems in comparison to other forms of ad hoc

networks and multimodal surveillance provides a rich

environment to explore solutions for distributed multime-

dia security. The redundancy, designed originally for fault-
tolerance, can be exploited not only for privacy but also to

protect against forms of DoS network attacks. The

irrelevancy, a characteristic of visual data, which is often

exploited for lossy compression, can be used to provide a

margin of tolerance for some forms of attack or in lieu of

reducing security overhead.

IV. SECURE ROUTING IN THE FSO
TRANSPORT NETWORK

We present a novel paradigm for secure unidirectional

routing for DMSNs such as HoLiSTiC, in which security of

topology discovery and routing against outsider attacks is

achieved through low-cost cryptographic primitives. The

inherent structure of the network and routing approach

make it robust to many traditional insider routing attacks.
These attacks, especially serious in battlefield networks, in

which nodes are in the physical presence of opponents,

have been analyzed primarily for omnidirectional RF

sensor networks.

A. The Need for Secure Unidirectional Routing
Paradigms for Sensor Networks

Routing in WSNs is receiving considerable recent
attention; the heavy resource constraints, scale, and

distinct traffic patterns of sensor networks make the direct

application of Internet protocol (IP)-based protocols as

well as ad hoc networking approaches inappropriate. Much

of the existing sensor network routing research is based on

the implicit assumption that sensor nodes communicate via

omnidirectional RF and have bidirectional links, making it

inapplicable for unidirectional sensor networks.
Research on routing in unidirectional networks can be

grouped into that dealing with mixed bidirectional/

unidirectional link networks and with purely unidirec-

tional link networks. For mixed networks, the routing

design is intrinsically tied to the network architecture; it is

assumed that a small fraction of links are unidirectional in

comparison to bidirectional, making use of approaches

such as tunneling [47]–[52]. Adaptation of these techniques
for almost purely unidirectional link networks is either not

possible or will result in impractically high overhead from

having to account for multihop reverse routes. For purely

unidirectional ad hoc networking research, a circuit route

paradigm is often employed [53]–[55]. A circuit is a

sequence of unidirectional links starting from an initial

node and propagating through a unique set of nodes to end at

the initial node, thus closing the Bloop.[ In Fig. 2(b), a
circuit is shown for the following nodes: Si, Sj, Sa, Sb, Sc, and

Sd, making it possible for any of these nodes to communicate

to each other. The spirit of this paradigm is adapted for our

hierarchical system of sensor nodes, although it is not

directly applicable because such techniques assume tradi-

tional many-to-many traffic models.

Given the unique characteristics of the secure routing

problem in hierarchical unidirectional networks, we
design a specific solution from scratch using the experi-

ence built from existing routing protocols. The new

routing philosophy for FSO unidirectional sensor networks

is to heavily leverage hierarchy and the powerful BS

pushing complexity and processing to this sink; the

additional overhead that traditionally comes with unidi-

rectional routing can then be somewhat avoided by the

individual sensor nodes. Furthermore, it is known that the
overhead for circuit-based approaches can be reduced to

lowering the length of the circuits [51], so we propose to

leverage hierarchy in order to shorten the circuit length

and avoid scalability issues.

Before we discuss the new routing paradigm, we briefly

discuss the issue of connectivity for unidirectional sensor

networks. Connectivity of the network refers to the ability

of any node to communicate with any other in the

Fig. 3. Probability of network connectivity (i.e., all network nodes are

connected) for various values of node communication radius r and

sector angle �.
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network. The connectivity of the flat network topology is a

necessary condition for successful routing performance.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the characteristics of connectivity for

n ¼ 500 randomly deployed transport nodes modeled as in

Fig. 2. The probability that all nodes are connected in the

network is empirically estimated for varying communica-

tion radius r and sector angle �. Each simulation point was

determined by repeating random deployment scenarios
1000 times for a given parameter set (r, �). The results

demonstrate how connectivity of most nodes is feasible in

such networks, underscoring the potential for successful

routing.

B. Circuit-Based Unidirectional Routing
We propose a circuit-based approach to unidirection-

al DMSN routing that exploits the inherent hierarchy
and power of the BS. Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed

notion of a BS-circuit for our HoLiSTiC paradigm; we

define a BS-circuit as a sequence of unidirectional links

between transport nodes with a path leading away from

and back to the BS (via CHs), forming a directed loop.

CHs always start and end a BS-circuit and are marked

with a superscript �, such that if the ith node is a CH, it

is denoted S�i . The BS-circuit provides each associated
node with an uplink and downlink path to and from the

BS, respectively. If every node has a BS-circuit, then,

communication to and from every network node is

possible; some local communication is possible within a

given BS-circuit and more general, global communica-

tion is possible via the BS that can pass information from

one circuit to another. Identifying sufficient numbers of

BS-circuits via topology discovery is essential to establish
effective routing. We present a routing approach that

employs BS-circuits in Section IV-D.

C. Goals and Additional Assumptions
Our objectives for secure sensor network routing follow.

1) From a performance perspective, for lightweight

DMSNs, the routing approach must be energy-

efficient, scalable, and capable of in-network
processing.

2) From a security standpoint, the routing protocol

must discourage/detect:

a) fabrication of routing signals;

b) malicious alteration of routing signals;

c) formation of routing loops/route redirection;

and

d) DoS attacks during message routing such as
sinkhole and blackhole attacks.

Within the HoLiSTiC framework, we additionally

assume that the nodes are capable of symmetric cryptog-

raphy, which is less costly than asymmetric mechanisms

and thus more attractive for DMSNs. All nodes are

assumed to know their location and to avoid message

collisions after running localization and synchronization

algorithms introduced in [22].
It is assumed that key exchange has occurred and that

each node Si shares a distinct individual key KSi
and counter

Ci with the BS, and has two pre-deployed network-wide keys
K1

1 and K� employed for authentication and confidentiality,

respectively. A microtesla mechanism is leveraged for BS

broadcast authentication, as similarly proposed in [29].

The keys fK1
eg for e ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; E form a microtesla key

chain with the following relationship: K1
e ¼ FðK1

eþ1Þ for
e ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K � 1, where Fð�Þ is a one-way function and e
indexes the particular broadcast era. The network-wide

key K1
1 , also known as the key chain commitment, is used

to verify a message is legitimately from the BS. Essentially,

the BS broadcasts the key K1
e in the eth era, which can be

authenticated by any member in possession of K1
1 by

repeatedly applying Fð�Þ (to K1
e ) e � 1 times (denoted

Fe�1ðK1
eÞ) and verifying that the result is equal to the

commitment K1
1 ; further details are provided in [26].

Our trust model assumes that the BS is trusted. Within

our associated threat model, we assume the following.

1) The opponent can deploy alien nodes to launch

eavesdropping attacks and the injecting of re-

played and false routing signals.

2) The opponent can compromise a Bsmall[ fraction

of nodes to obtain keying information to control a
node in an arbitrary way to facilitate sinkhole or

blackhole DoS attacks.

3) The opponent is constrained to similar hardware

limitations as the transport nodes.

D. OPSENET: Topology Discovery and
Secure Routing

We present an overview of OPSENET, a secure
routing protocol that provides BS-circuit discovery,

establishes routes proactively, and achieves per hop

authentication, BS broadcast authentication, and cluster

group secrecy; this effectively assures nodes of the

original and integrity of routing signals. This protocol

protects routing signals, specifically, and does not address

data payload protection.

Fig. 4. Two BS-circuits are shown with and without the same

entry/exit CHs.
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The general philosophy behind the design of OPSENET
is to leverage the inherent hierarchy of the network

introduced via a combination of active and passive

communications. The hierarchy not only allows a more

scalable system for routing but lends itself to leveraging

the BS for some types of processing in order to save energy

at the individual nodes. Furthermore, the more global

picture of the network established at the BS, with the use

of location information, provides a more effective means to
identify blackhole and sinkhole attacks. OPSENET reduces

consumed network energy and byte overhead by merging

the processes of broadcasting and information gathering

that are separated in existing directional sensor network

routing work [22] into one step. Security primitives are

incorporated in a way that keeps processing and commu-

nication overhead low.

Topology discovery starts by identifying CH nodes.
Specifically, the BS floods light into the network and then

CHs (i.e., all transport nodes that have their passive

communication hardware facing the BS) respond by

initiating a challenge–response protocol to authenticate

the CHs. Then BS-circuits are identified for each non-CH

transport node by employing selective flooding of secure

routing beacons from the BS into the network via the CHs.

The beacons act as agents that selectively traverse the
network, gathering secure routing data as they propagate.

Beacons are terminated when they reach a CH node, which

then forwards them back to the BS.

We use the following notation to describe our security

protocols: MjM0 denotes the concatenation of message M
with message M0, where M and M0 are data from the same

node; similarly, MkM0 is used when M and M0 are data from

different nodes. EKðMÞ and DKðMÞ denote the encryption
and decryption of message M with symmetric key K,

respectively, while MACKðMÞ is the message authentication

code (MAC) of M using the symmetric key K.

After key predistribution and deployment, the BS
broadcasts circuit discovery packets (CDPs) via the CHs.

The format of a new CDP in the eth broadcast era is

[HT ¼ 0jK1
e jEK�(nonce)], where HT is the hops traversed

field and the nonce is randomly generated for data

freshness; note that all initial CDPs are deployed with

the same nonce sequence from the BS, so that, in a given

era, the BS does not individually have to keep track of

CDPs along different routes.
Upon receiving a CDP from the BS, a CH S�a verifies

that Fe�1ðK1
eÞ ¼ K1

1 . If the verification passes, it decrypts

the nonce using the prestored K�, XORs the nonce with its

counter value Ca, increments the HT field by one, and signs

(reencrypts) the (incremented) nonce to the CDP before

broadcasting to all its immediate one-hop successors.

The CDPs for the first three hops of era e through

BS ! S�a ! Sb ! Sc are shown in Fig. 5(a). Individually
signed nonces provide per hop authentication on the

routes, while the MACs ensure that malicious nodes cannot

tamper with a previous node’s personal information entry.

To avoid routing loops, each non-CH node in receipt of

a CDP first examines the sequence of appended IDs to

ensure that it has not received this particular CDP from the

same link. If it has not and HT � �, where � is a network-

dependent maximum hop threshold, the node processes
the CDP in the same manner described above. Otherwise,

it simply drops the CDP. When a CDP with 1G HT � �
reaches a CH, its route discovery task is terminated by the

CH who closes the BS-circuit and forwards the packet back

to the BS. The density of BS-circuits discovered in the

above phase is high. In all simulations we conducted, the

number of outlier nodes was negligible for n � 50 and

primarily existed at the edges of the observation region.
Using the aggregate CDP information, the BS obtains

the authentication information and uses the location

information to form an approximate network topology,

Fig. 5. (a) Circuit discovery packets in BS broadcast era e for topology discovery; individual and network-wide keys are used for packet

encryption/decryption. (b) Associated route information packets transmitted after topology discovery and BS processing.
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which is useful in defending against some types of routing
attacks. The BS also processes the information to identify

valid BS-circuits for routing via energy and security

optimizations; further details can be found in [26]–[28].

For each valid BS-circuit, the BS constructs a route

information packet (RIP) consisting of the uplink and next

hop information for each associated node. The BS

authenticates and successively encrypts the RIP with

each node’s individual key, so that (unnecessary) future
routing information is not revealed to other nodes. This

prevents a malicious node from altering routing informa-

tion of subsequent nodes in the circuit. Each node can only

extract its uplink successor ID and location from the RIP

and passes the remaining data to this successor.

Fig. 5(b) illustrates the RIPs for the first three hops

BS ! S�a ! Sb ! Sc. Each node progressively extracts,

decrypts, and caches his own part of the routing
information from the RIP and forwards the packet (minus

its entry) to the next successor on the BS-circuit by

aligning its laser according to the location information

provided. The RIP will prove authentic since only the BS

can generate correctly encrypted data with each node’s

individual key. It is to a malicious node’s disadvantage to

misrepresent its location data, since it will no longer

receive packets from a predecessor, unless the goal is an
intentional blackhole attack. Route maintenance discussed

by the authors in [26] and [27] aids with this task. Here,

the BS is alerted by individual nodes of suspicious activity

via route maintenance requests that are address with route

maintenance queries initiated by the BS to nodes along the

associated BS-circuit.

Fig. 6 provides a performance analysis of the proposed

OPSENET in comparison to the simple-bro and

simple-gather algorithms proposed in [22]. Since

simple-bro and simple-gather do not consider
security as a part of their design, we also compare this

with an unsecured version of OPSENET without the

keying and MAC data in the CDP fields. The performance

is measured in terms of byte overhead, which is the

overall number of bytes generated by the protocol, which

may be used to evaluate, in part, the energy requirements

of the protocols. For measuring byte overhead, the

following assumptions were made: the key length is
64 bits, the nonce and counter lengths are 8 bits, the

HT field is assumed to be dlogð�Þe bits, and a node’s ID

and position coordinates are each represented with log n
bits. The algorithm finishes topology discovery in a rea-

sonable number of simulation rounds. In addition, the

OPSENET philosophy of combining information broad-

casting and gathering into one circuit-based protocol

reduces overhead, as seen when assessing the perfor-
mance of unsecured OPSENET. The security function-

ality does result in additional overhead, which quickly

dies down in time.

Fig. 7 illustrates the energy optimized uplink and

downlink paths for n ¼ 200, � ¼ 2�=9, and using the

energy model of [20] and a Dijkstra-type algorithm. As can

be seen, almost all nodes having uplink and downlink

paths to the BS via CHs and OPSENET provide an effective
means for establishing network connectivity.

E. Attack Analysis
In this section, we consider common routing attacks in

the DMSN scenario; similar routing attack analysis for

traditional RF sensor networks has been performed in
[43], [56], and [57]. The integrated security of OPSENET

ensures that it prevents outsider attacks such as unautho-

rized participation in route establishment, spoofed routing

signaling, and alteration of routing messages and provides

key freshness via the lightweight cryptographic mechan-

isms embedded in the protocol. A detailed analysis is found

in [26].

Fig. 6. Protocol byte overhead simulations for n ¼ 200 and � ¼ 2�=9

for (a) 20 CHs, (b) 60 CHs, (c) 100 CHs, and (d) 140 CHs. This

solid line corresponds to secure OPSENET, the dotted line to

unsecure OPSENET (i.e., without security overhead), and the dashed

line to the combined simple-bro/simple-gather algorithms of [22].

Fig. 7. Optimal energy (a) uplink and (b) downlink paths; n ¼ 200,

� ¼ 2�=9; bolded (red) circles represent CHs.
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Insider attackers are more difficult to detect and
prevent since they act on behalf of authorized network

participants. Traditional solutions often employ intrusion

detection strategies [56] to adequately respond and

recover. The main security goal against insider attacks is

to have graceful degradation of network performance with

the number of nodes compromised. We analyze the

following well-known types of DoS attacks that affect

DMSNs such as HoLiSTiC, which we argue are the most
significant for routing in sensor networks because of their

inherent nature to disrupt information flow in cooperative

networks. The development of additional attacks targeting

the unidirectional framework is a topic of ongoing

research.

1) Type I: Sinkhole Attacks: A sinkhole involves a

malicious node striving to illegally attract traffic through
itself by giving other nodes the impression that a high-

quality route exists through it to the BS. Once this is

accomplished, the corrupt node can then launch selective

forwarding, spoofing, packet altering, or eavesdropping.

The two ways a malicious node may launch a sinkhole

attack are the following.

a) Wormhole Attacks: A wormhole is a powerful form

of sinkhole that involves two colluding nodes.
The first node (typically with a cheaper/faster

link to the BS) tunnels packets through a low-

latency link to the second node, which resides

in another part of the network in which such

packets may not have reached following the

normal network routes. It is then easy for the

second node to launch a timely replay attack.

The attack achieves a sinkhole by making the
second wormhole node appear to have an

efficient path back to the BS. The attack exploits

the structure of reverse path routing in which

link bidirectionality is assumed and the uplink

and downlink paths are symmetric involving the

same nodes. This does not hold for the

directional circuit-based routing setup, thereby

invalidating its effect; specifically, because a
downlink path of OPSENET is different than its

uplink path, a wormhole has limited effect in

suggesting an attractive reverse route.

b) Sybil Attacks: In keeping with its namesake, the

popular 1970s book Sybil on multiple person-

ality disorder, in a Sybil attack [44] a single

node presents multiple (false) identities for the

purpose of confusing the routing scheme and
leading to a possible sinkhole. A parallel attack

involves identity fabrication or theft. In

OPSENET, a malicious node may not fabricate

or steal any other identity different from its

own since the protocol requires each node to

sign a MAC of its appended identity using its

individual key shared with the BS. Further-

more, XORing its counter value (known only to
itself and the BS) with the cumulative counter

propagating along the route adds an additional

layer for source authentication.

2) Type II: Blackhole Attacks: A blackhole entails a

malicious node illegally attracting traffic to a nonexistent

route so that packets attempting to traverse such hops are

not received by any node and are therefore dropped. We
discuss three blackhole attacks.

a) HELLO Flood Attacks: In a HELLO flood attack,

opponent nodes broadcast high-powered long-

range HELLO packets to deceptively announce

themselves as neighbors to a much larger

coverage area than can be attained using the

required maximum RF communication range of a

standard network node. Assuming the opponents
to be neighbors, legitimate nodes will attempt to

route data to the BS. In reverse path routing, this

involves legitimate nodes routing data to the BS

via the out-of-range opponents leading to Bin air[
packet dropping. In OPSENET, application of this

attack will not have a relevant effect since routing

is conducted through Bsuccessor[ nodes that

provide an uplink path to the BS. The opponent
will be considered a Bpredecessor[ neighbor who

is part of the downlink path not used by the

legitimate node for routing.

b) Identity Replication Attacks: Identity replication,

in which the same identity is used many times

in multiple locations, can be performed and

defended against by the OPSENET protocol. By

centrally registering each node’s identity and
location, the BS easily detects that the same

identity exists in multiple locations. Another

feasible approach is for the BS to centrally

count the number of connections of each node

using the network’s adjacency matrix, and

revoke those with more connections than an

allowable maximum.

c) Location Misrepresentation Attacks: Another pos-
sible attack by a malicious node involves mis-

representing its location information to fool the

routing protocol by causing its neighbors to route

data away from legitimately receiving nodes

thereby wasting resources. Such an attack in

our DMSN scenario is easily identifiable by the

BS, as the network topology is available to

validate a node’s location. Moreover, such an
attack has negative implications that are emer-

gent from the structure of OPSENET. In partic-

ular, since the uplink and downlink paths of a

node are distinct, the malicious node cannot be

selective and stealthy in which neighbors it

misrepresents its position to. This implies that

such an attack would effectively cut the malicious
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node off from the network since its predecessors
will incorrectly orient their laser in the wrong for

that node. The periodical route maintenance

schemes described in [26] will also detect and

reroute for the resulting broken link.

3) Type III: Other Denial of Service Attacks:
a) Neglect and greed: In this attack, the malicious

node neglects to route some or all messages
passed to it. The subverted or malicious node

can still participate in lower level protocols

such as route maintenance but drops messages

on a random or arbitrary basis or may give

undue priority to its own messages. Packet

acknowledgments are normally employed to

ensure data are appropriately received in

unreliable networks. Such paradigms are also
useful for identifying this attack. However, if a

node is stealthy, it may pass so-called acknowl-

edgments to a node whose signals it has not

passed, appeasing it. For unidirectional net-

works, the success of such an attack is limited

because the malicious node cannot exist in both

the uplink and downlink paths of a legitimate

node; this additional level of diversity in
multihop routing makes it possible for a

malicious node to either control data flow but

not acknowledgments, or vice versa, alerting

intrusion detection mechanisms.

b) Homing attack: Homing attacks are based on

traffic analysis, where an attacker sniffs packet

headers in order to decipher where they come

from and where they are going. For the optical
sensor network scenario, such an attack may aim

to obtain the network topology by observing

routed packets and use such information to

launch more harmful attacks. Given the passive

nature of eavesdropping, such an attack is not

easily detectable. However, in comparison to

omnidirectional RF networks where communica-

tion is broadcast-based, FSO beams are physically
more inaccessible, requiring that an attacker

distribute itself and providing a higher level of

effort, possibly deterring such opponent activity.

c) Misdirection attacks: These are similar to

(victim-directed) sinkholes in which the attack-

er forwards messages along a wrong path with

the intention of flooding its victim’s link. One

way to achieve this is for the attacker to forge
replies to route-discovery requests, including

the victim’s ID in the spoofed routes. OPSENET

guards against this attack and other route

spoofing attacks by requiring that all nodes

append their ID along with their MACs

(encrypted with their individual keys, using

the nonce as freshness).

The above analysis gives a flavor of the advantages and
novelty that directional communications provides for

routing security. The higher overhead required for

directional routing is, in part, offset by its capability to

naturally protect against traditional types of routing

attacks based on reverse path routing as well as traditional

eavesdropping due to the directed nature of the commu-

nication beam. In addition, the circuit-based routing

anchored at the trusted BS provides additional security.
The BS acts as the watchdog for the network, as it

possesses the global picture of the network topology. Our

ongoing research includes quantitatively assessing routing

attacks to measure the robustness and degradation of the

optical sensor network for this emerging paradigm. Our

proposed solutions leverage redundancy, in part, to

mitigate catastrophic network failures. As we see in the

next section, redundancy can also be employed at the
application layer to mitigate against higher level DoS

attacks.

V. VISUAL SECRET SHARING FOR
DISTRIBUTED PRIVACY

Although DoS in WSNs have received significant atten-

tion, there is still concern over protection against
traditional passive attacks such as eavesdropping to

provide the level of confidentiality and flexibility essential

for applications such as geriatric monitoring. The decen-

tralized data acquisition process in DMSNs and nature of

multimedia offer opportunities to exploit the redundancy

and distributed nature of the network.

We consider a novel distributed privacy paradigm for

DMSNs, in which confidentiality is achieved in a
decentralized manner. Fig. 8 illustrates the general

scenario. Visual sensors V0; V1; V2 in a cluster observe

Fig. 8. Distributed privacy paradigm. Each visual sensor in a cluster

acquires correlated data and generates a share that is transmitted to

the BS along disjoint multihop paths. The BS is able to reconstruct

an aggregate given most of the shares, while a corrupt node cannot,

given its limited access to a small fraction of shares.
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correlated data, and each node Vi individually computes
what is known as a share ui from its observations; as shown,

the cluster’s shares are then individually transported along

disjoint paths to the BS. The BS, having received all shares

u0; u1; u2, is able to reconstruct a representation or

aggregate of the correlated data set from V0; V1; V2. Suppose

a corrupt node, shown in black in Fig. 8, is able to

eavesdrop on all information communicated through it.

Hence, the share u1 transmitted along the highlighted
routing path does not have confidentiality. Given that this

eavesdropper has access only to u1 (or, more generally, a

small fraction of shares), it cannot fully deduce the content

being sent. As a secondary security benefit, if the corrupt

node does more than passively eavesdrop and instead

actively tampers with or drops a share, given that enough

uncorrupted shares reach the BS, it is able to reconstruct a

representation of the data originating from the cluster. In
this section, we detail the necessary node processing (i.e.,

share-generation) to achieve our security and privacy goals.

Research on identifying disjoint routes is beyond the scope

of this paper but is a topic of current research [58].

A. The Need for Distributed Secret Sharing
The approach we consider is reminiscent of the

traditional problem of secret sharing. In secret sharing, a
trusted central authority, called a dealer, shares a single
secret K 2 F (where F is a finite field) by distributing N
shares to N individuals, called participants. The dealer

would like to create shares such that only tþ 1 shares or

greater can reveal IR but t shares or fewer cannot reveal IR.

The well-known Shamir scheme [59] illustrates an elegant

solution to this problem. Here, unconditional secrecy is

achieved through the dealer’s use of random parameters
for share generation that are known only to the dealer; not

even the participants have access to these values. General-

izations of the Shamir scheme [60], [61] demonstrate

unconditional secrecy in the same way.

There are several obstacles with direct application of

conventional secret sharing solutions for privacy in

DMSNs. First, given the centralized nature of secret

sharing, where a single dealer entity creates the shares,
one straightforward adaptation is to have the visual sensors

in a cluster communicate their information to a single

node, the Brepresentative dealer,[ that then performs

share generation. However, given the high likelihood of

insider attack, this solution suffers from a single point of

failure, whereby an opponent would need only to

physically compromise the dealer node to eavesdrop.

Secondly, secret sharing is designed to create shares
from a single unique secret. In the case of DMSNs, each

visual sensor has a correlated reading of the others

representing a composite secret; direct application of

secret sharing to each component of the composite

secret would be bandwidth-inefficient, making it crucial

to devise a nontrivial method to account for correlations.

Moreover, if each visual sensor in the cluster becomes

its own dealer, each node would necessarily have to
share the random parameters needed traditionally by the

single dealer, making it once again easier for an

eavesdropper to obtain the values by compromising any

one of the visual sensors.

Last, traditional paradigms for secret sharing require

that the tþ 1 or greater shares be able to perfectly

reconstruct the original secret IR. This stringent require-

ment has been relaxed in the more modern formulation of
the visual secret sharing problem applicable to digital

images. Similarly, in the case of DMSNs, this forgiving

nature of the human perceptual system to multimedia data

loss can be exploited. This property along with the high

levels of content redundancy within the network allows

greater flexibility to design a distributed low-cost and

robust solution suitable for DMSNs.

Thus we develop a new paradigm suitable for
decentralized environments such as DMSNs; secret

sharing and visual secret sharing are well-known concepts,

but a distributed variant of the visual secret sharing

paradigm is innovative. Our approach requires that private

random parameters be used for secure share generation.

However, each node is allowed to carry only a small subset

of these critical parameters. Thus, if a single visual sensor

node is compromised, the extent of critical parameters
stored on-board is insufficient for an attacker to fully

discover the secret IR. In addition, our approach allows for

share-generation of different but highly correlated secrets

I0; I1; . . . ; IN�1 instead of assuming all sensors have the

same secret IR or independent secrets.

Our proposed algorithm sacrifices unconditional

secrecy to provide a lightweight security solution

realizable for lower cost sensors. We use a visual secrecy
measure that degrades proportionally to the number of

shares in possession by an eavesdropper. Such a relaxed

definition of secrecy is based on an eavesdropper’s

perceived distortion and has been proposed in the

theoretical literature [62]. The definition reduces the

complexity of pixel-by-pixel computations and reduces

the size of the shares in comparison to traditional visual

secret-sharing solutions [63] reducing storage and
bandwidth complexity, which are of paramount impor-

tance in DMSNs.

B. Goals and Assumptions
Our above discussion motivates the following goals for

a distributed privacy system.

1) There is limited communication between visual

sensors.
2) Each visual sensor must create its own share

without the need for a central authority.

3) Each share must be smaller in size than the

original secret Ii.

4) Capturing a single visual sensor and obtaining its

contents will not degenerate the secret sharing

nature of the system.
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The first objective conserves bandwidth and dis-
courages collaboration amongst camera cluster nodes as

well as the use of key management that consistently

refreshes the secret random parameters employed by each

node. The second requirement makes it necessary to

employ a distributed approach with the use of the

traditional single dealer. The third promotes cost-effective

processing and network share-communication and pre-

cludes the use of straightforward (symmetric or asymmet-
ric) encryption for share generation. Since each visual

node in a cluster has correlated information, it is essential

that this similarity be used for reducing the data size. The

last goal protects the overall system from an attacker who

may gain access to the static contents of a node from

reconstructing a secret from a share.

Our threat model follows.

1) The opponent can eavesdrop on only a small
subset t of DMSN communication paths leading

from the camera cluster to the BS.

2) If a camera cluster node is hijacked, revealing

secret and share information, then it is removed

from the cluster.

3) An active attack on data (e.g., corruption of share)

is performed at a transport node and not at visual

sensors within the camera cluster.
The first attack assumption reflects a reasonable, but

limited, level of capability on the part of the attacker. To

eavesdrop on a significant number of FSO links, an

attacker must be physically distributed across a signifi-

cant part of the network, which would be impractical

and not stealthy. The second and third attack require-

ments make it impossible for a corrupt visual sensor or

external opponent to Bpoison[ the other nodes during
share generation.

In addition, we assume that there exists disjoint

physically separate paths from sensors within a cluster to

the BS in the DMSN; shares from within a camera cluster

are transmitted on these disjoint paths, making it

impossible for an eavesdropper to collect all the shares

by compromising a small subset of links in the network.

Furthermore, we assume that pairwise keys between
adjacent visual sensors exist in order to securely commu-

nicate intermediate share-generation information.

C. Visual Security and Fidelity Model
It is well known that the human visual and auditory

systems can tolerate significant levels of perceptual noise

on multimedia data still maintaining the semantics of the

content. Using this liberal assumption for visual informa-
tion, we relax the security requirement of perfect

reconstruction of IR at the BS. Following [64] and as

shown in Fig. 9, our security and reconstruction require-

ments are relaxed by defining two image-dependent

hyperspheres (defined in the vector space of all images)

that are of different radii and centered about the true

image. Any point within the smaller hypersphere is

considered to be a reasonable representation of the true

image, making it possible to understand the image

semantics. Any point lying outside the larger hypersphere

is considered to be incomprehensible. These relaxed

conditions allow for a robust and efficient lightweight

distributed privacy design.

If an eavesdropper’s shares collectively provide an

image lying in the incomprehensible region, we shall say
that the image is still confidential. Not every noisy image

in the incomprehensible region will provoke the same

level of uncertainty in an attacker; therefore, this scheme

shares similar security principles to those of Bramp

schemes[ proposed by Blakely and Meadows [65].

D. The Distributed Visual Secret Sharing Paradigm
With these requirements in mind, we consider N

visual sensor nodes V0; V1; V2; . . . ; VN�1 in a DMSN that

would like to share N correlated surveillance images
modeled as Ii ¼ �IR þ Wi for 0 � i � N � 1, where �IR is a

representative image in column-vector form and Wi is

random noise modeling imaging variations amongst the

different nodes. Our general paradigm detailed in [64]

and applied in two different ways in [64] and [66] relies

on distributing dynamical systems over the N nodes. An

attacker capturing one node only learns part of the

system but requires either more knowledge of the system
to succeed in breaking one share or simply needs more

shares. Specifically, critical parameters are spread out
across different nodes, so that if some nodes are

captured, the critical parameters from these captured

nodes do not provide enough information to reveal the

secret fully.

In keeping with the FSO networking paradigm, each

visual sensor node is assumed to communicate with its
neighbor in a unidirectional manner. Pairwise keys

between neighboring camera nodes are used to commu-

nicate intermediate information.

The paradigm is based on a discrete-time dynamical

system 	p described by the following state equation:

	p : xkþ1 ¼ fkðxk;uk;wkÞ: (1)

Fig. 9. Comprehensible and incomprehensible regions for a particular

image in an image space.
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1 The column vectors xk, uk, wk represent the state (which
2 is an intermediate signal communicated between visual
3 nodes in our algorithm), external control (which corre-
4 sponds Vk’s share), and random noise, respectively. One
5 node is designated the source node (which we denote as V0)
6 that will start the sharing process. This node is also special
7 because it contains (either through secure communica-
8 tions with the BS or by preloading) an initial state x0,
9 which is not known by the other nodes, but by the BS. The

10 goal of the visual sensors is to drive the dynamical system
11 starting with the initial state x0 to the representative state
12 �IR, using a control law such that the magnitude of each
13 external control is small and the external control’s
14 resemblance to the representative image is minimal.
15 Each observing node will, in fact, observe Ii instead of
16 �IR, so each node must treat its own Ii as �IR. The difference
17 between each Ii and �IR is accounted for through the use of
18 the random vector wk in the model. Each node applies its
19 own control independently, given the previous state from
20 its neighbor in the chain; this control is considered to be a
21 share and transmitted to the BS. Fig. 10 depicts this chain-
22 like paradigm. Algorithm 1 summarizes the share gener-
23 ation procedure.

24
Algorithm 1 Share Generation

25 Require: Initial state x0 (known by the BS) loaded into
26 node 0 and partial system fi for each node i; node i observes

27 Ii, treating it as �x
28 Ensure: Shares ui, 0 � i � N � 1

29 1: for k ¼ 0 to N � 1 do

30 2: {Each iteration is performed by a different node,

31 i.e., node k}

32 3: if k 6¼ 0 then

33 4: Receive and decrypt xk from node k � 1
34 5: end if

35 6: uk ( gkðxk;xÞ {To be designed to drive states

36 to x}

37 7: if k 6¼ N � 1 then

38 8: xkþ1 ( fkðxk;ukÞ
39 9: Encrypt and send xkþ1 to node k þ 1

4010: Destroy xkþ1 {So if this node is captured,
41attacker does not have this}

4211: end if

4312: if k 6¼ 0 then

4413: Destroy xk {So if this node is captured, attacker

45does not have this}

4614: end if

4715: Send uk to the BS {This is node k’s share}

4816: end for
49

50The BS receives all shares (i.e., the external controls
51generated by each node) fukgN�1

k¼0 , has x0, and knows

52the entire dynamical system (i.e., fk). The BS can then

53use (1) to retrace the state evolution. The BS does not

54need to know �IR; using only knowledge of the shares/

55controls sent by the nodes, and the entire plant (not

56fully known to the eavesdropper), the BS can derive �IR.

57The final state derived by the BS using controls and

58plant parameters is approximately equal to �IR, since this
59was the design goal of the control law. Algorithm 2

60summarizes the reconstruction algorithm used by the

61BS. Notice that using the initial state x0, plant

62parameters fk, and shares/controls alone suffices for

63reconstruction.

64
Algorithm 2 Reconstruction at Base Station

65Require: All shares ui, 0 � i � N � 1 received by BS(s),

66and BS(s) have all fi, 0 � i � N � 1 and x0

67Ensure xN ¼ x
681: {Loop performed by a central unit at the BS}

692: for k ¼ 0 to N � 1 do

703: xkþ1 ( fkðxk;ukÞ
714: end for
72

73If a share is missing, or blatantly tampered with (i.e., if

74the magnitude of that share is too large, violating the goal

75of a small magnitude control), the BS replaces it with 0;
76this does not dramatically affect the convergence of the

77state evolution since the controls have a magnitude close to

78zero, and hence this 0 approximation can be seen to be a

79noisy version of the true control, which can be handled by

80a robust (i.e., noise-resilient) control law.

81E. Illustration of Our Paradigm Using TANGRAM
82This framework is demonstrated using two different

83control laws: MarS in [66] using dynamic programming
84and TANGRAM in [64] using a random control law, with

85the latter being more effective security-wise. We shall

86briefly illustrate TANGRAM now. Here, the system is

87simple and linear, represented by 	p : xkþ1 ¼ xk þ uk.

88The security comes from the generation of uk randomly.

89The mathematical details can be found in [64]. Intui-

90tively, the share/control uk, randomly created by node Vk,

91uses a probability distribution such that when all shares

Fig. 10. Nodes drive initial state to representative image by

controlling a Markov chain dynamical system; the controls

represent shares.
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92 are combined, the probability that the resulting image is

93 inside the comprehensible region is high. At the same

94 time, if only a few shares are available to an eavesdropper,

95 the probability that the resulting image from this smaller

96 subset of shares is in the incomprehensible region is also
97 high. These two conditions on the probability distribution

98 give the scheme both reconstructability at the BS as well

99 as visual security, as described earlier. In practice, the

100 exact parameters of the probability distribution need to be

101 determined via simulation depending on how many

102 shares are to be created and how many shares the

103 eavesdropper is allowed to have.

104 Fig. 11 shows the original bus (come.to/torontobus), a
105 sample share, combining ten shares, and finally combining

106 40 shares, all for N ¼ 50. It can be seen that combining ten

107 shares is very noisy and not very useful to an attacker. On

108 the other hand, if the BS combines 40 shares, it has a

109 workable image.

110 For a more quantitative analysis, we first empirically

111 determine the thresholds for the comprehensible and

112 incomprehensible regions, based on Euclidean distance.
113 Fig. 12 shows the probability that some number of shares

114 will be in the comprehensible region. Depending on a

115 variance parameter, 40–50 shares are required for the BS

116to decode. On the other hand, Fig. 13 shows the probability

117that some number of shares will be in the incomprehen-

118sible region. Again, depending on the variance parameter,

119about 20 shares (Fig. 13) can be captured by the

120eavesdropper such that the eavesdropper has an image
121still in the incomprehensible region.

122Fig. 14 shows the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in

123decibels as a function of the number of shares combined.

124This graph shows how the visual quality (in terms of PSNR)

125improves as a function of the number of shares available.

126One can see that as more shares are combined, the quality of

127the reconstruction Bramps up[. This result matches with

128both Figs. 12 and 13 since the comprehensible and
129incomprehensible regions are determined by fixed thresh-

130olds. Therefore, as soon as the PSNR passes the said

131thresholds, it will transition to the appropriate regions

132defined by the thresholds creating the performance graphs in

133Figs. 12 and 13 that jump up to probability one aggressively.

134To the best of the authors’ knowledge, TANGRAM is

135the first proposed solution to the problem of distributed

136visual secret sharing, in which secret parameters, tradi-
137tionally generated by a single dealer, can now be

138distributed amongst several nodes without the threat that

139the capture of a single node will compromise the entire

Fig. 11. (a) Original, (b) sample share, (c) combining ten shares, (d) combining 40 shares.

Fig. 12. Probability that reconstruction with n shares falls in the

comprehensible region.

Fig. 13. Probability that reconstruction with n shares falls in the

incomprehensible region.
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140 share-generation algorithm. The approach requires limited

141 unidirectional communication between neighbor-hop
142 nodes saving bandwidth. The method of share generation

143 requires simple random number generation and is

144 lightweight. As demonstrated in [64], the shares are

145 much smaller in size than the original image with high

146 probability.

147 VI. DISTRIBUTED MULTIMEDIA SENSOR
148 NETWORK SECURITY: AN EMERGING
149 FIELD

150 In the novel 1984, George Orwell depicts a totalitarian

151 society governed by BBig Brother[ in which individuals’

152 lives are dominated by surveillance and controlled through

153 cultural conditioning. Today, widespread surveillance

154approaches are being explored to protect the rights and
155to enhance the freedoms of people. To effectively achieve

156this latter, more holistic goal, it is imperative that both

157security and privacy issues be simultaneously addressed

158during the design of such systems. Consider a world in

159which we can more safely detect, control, or react to

160natural disasters or terrorist activity through the use of

161secure lightweight tactical surveillance. Imagine a society

162in which healthcare for the chronically ill and aging is
163much more effective and easily accessible by leveraging

164privacy-enabled state-of-the-art ad hoc broadband infor-

165mation systems.

166The research ideas presented in this paper help to

167reinforce the synergy among signal processing, cryptog-

168raphy, and networking, fostering an interdisciplinary

169view of protecting modern information systems. Re-

170search into protecting DMSN systems is critical to
171promote the early deployment and long-term adoption of

172intelligent surveillance mechanisms, revolutionizing the

173way in which sensor networks can be used for society’s

174benefit. This paper provides a flavor of the research

175opportunities in the field of DMSN security and privacy.

176Many open problems still exist and are yet to be

177discovered. It is the authors’ hope that this paper inspires

178continued research, progress, debate, and increased
179interaction among the diverse parties involved in the

180evolution of DMSNs. h
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